Linden Crescent, TS15 9FX
4 Bed - House - Detached
£349,995
Either side of the front door of the Pendlebury are full length windows so, on entering the wide hallway, there is an immediate sense of space and light, all the way from the front
to the back of the home. Due to the open plan layout, from the hallway you can see the dual aspect bi-fold doors, letting maximum light into the sociable dining area, and giving
access to the landscaped rear garden. To the left of the hallway is a separate living room with bay window overlooking the front garden and another window with a view to the
back - ideal for families wanting extra space. To the right, as you enter, is a study. As well as, a Milan-inspired kitchen, with integrated appliances you'll find a good size utility
room, offering space for a washing machine and leading to a large WC, featuring contemporary full-height tiling. There's also an under-stairs storage cupboard.
Upstairs, the master bedroom benefits from en suite shower room, featuring contemporary full-height tiling and digital shower, large fitted wardrobes, with sliding doors, and dual
aspect windows with a bay to the front. The family bathroom, with full-height tiling, heated towel rail, double ended bath, and floating sanitaryware, serves three further double
bedrooms and a generous single bedroom. On the landing is a good sized storage cupboard. Gas central heating throughout controlled by smart thermostat
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Every care has been taken with the preparation of these particulars, but they are for general guidance only and complete accuracy
cannot be guaranteed. If there is any point, which is of particular importance please ask or professional verification should be sought. All
dimensions are approximate. The mention of fixtures, fittings &/or appliances does not imply they are in full efficient working order.
Photographs are provided for general information and it cannot be inferred that any item shown is included in the sale. These
particulars do not constitute a contract or part of a contract. Robinsons can recommend financial services, surveying and conveyancing
services to sellers and buyers. Robinsons staff may benefit from referral incentives relating to these services.
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